
Street Detectives 

Theme - History/Geography 

Our key theme for this topic is Eastfield and Wolver-

hampton between 1901 to present day. Children will learn 

what it was like to live in Eastfield in the past and how it 

has changed.  

In Geography, children will investigate our local area 

through maps and aerial photographs. 

English 

Narrative - Horrid Henry 

Narrative - Fables—The Hare and the 

Tortoise 

Non-fiction - Non-chronological report—

Eastfield Primary School 

Non-fiction - Newspaper report—moving 

into a new year group at Eastfield 

Poetry - Riddles—Roald Dahl 

Poetry—transition and feelings about 

year 4 

Maths 

Children will learn to: 

 Understand tenths, equivalent fractions and 

can compare and order fractions with the 

same denominator.  

 Add and subtract fractions with the same 

denominator within one whole.  

 Recognise, find and write fractions of a 

discrete set of objects. Solve problems that 

involve all the above.  

 Tell and write the time from an analogue 

clock using Roman numerals and the 12 

hour and 24- hour clock and read time to 

the nearest minute.  

 Measure, compare, add and subtract: 

lengths, mass and volume / capacity.  

 Compare durations of events. Measure the 

perimeter of simple shapes.  

Computing 

Designing—design and make a die using a 

cube net. 

Broadcasting—record a scripted podcast. 

Science -  

Rocks—types of rocks and formation 

of soils. 

Animals inc Humans—the skeleton 

and muscular system. 

Design and Tech-

nology 

Textiles—bunting 

Construction—

new playground 

equipment 

PE 

Games—small sided 

rounders. Athletics—sports 

Day practise 

Basic orienteering and 

team building—trails, 

simple maps/treasure hunt 

PSHE 

My family, Drugs and Alcohol 

SEAL 

Relationships / Change 

Art 

Painting—tints and 

tones (Paul Cezanne) 

Sculpture—Styrofoam 

(Anthony Twentyman) 

Music 

Through the units Brining us To-

gether, children will sing with 

awareness of being ‘in tune’. 

RE 

What do people 

believe about 

God 

(Christianity) 

Languages 

Je voudrais, mais, aussi, c’est, days of the 

week, Paris 


